AND GOD SPOKE ON TV
By Frederick Douglas Harper
And God interrupted all televised programming as the biggest
“Breaking News” in television history. God spoke to all TV
viewing human beings through thought transference as well as to
others, who were not watching TV, through their wakened
conscious thoughts or in their night dreams:
I am God your Mother and Creator of this Universe, its galaxies,
stars, and solar systems. I created your Earth as My precious
Garden of Eden.
I am God your Mother and Creator who did not make you in My
image, because I am all, whole, and one, which you can never be. I
am not an anthropomorphic being apart from you. I am all things
including you and your spirit. You are one with me as I with you.
I am God your Mother and Creator who can communicate with
you and make things known to you and make things happen
through your spirit and energy. I control the winds and the waters,
the volcanoes and the earthquakes, and all heavenly bodies,
including the asteroids and comets. I control the spirit of the living
and the dead.
I am God your Mother and Creator of life on Earth from dust of
an exploding star that was crushed with the force of My will—a
benign act that was necessary to create a new star as your sun, your
entire solar system, your Earth, and you;
I am God your Mother and Creator who is one, whole, and
connected to all existence; who is omniscient, omnipotent, and
ubiquitous.
I am God your Mother and Creator, who sent prophets and
messengers over eons of times to warn you to do the natural and
right things, but you have not listened well; therefore, I have come
directly to you in Spirit to communicate My last warning to you,
which is to change or be destroyed as a species.
I created the ingredients for life, what you call elements, but it
took more than four billion years to create the complex forms of
life that you see on planet Earth today.
I created life through Earth’s trial and error—I smashed
asteroids into Earth to make it bigger and bigger, using gravity to
crush it into roundness. I broke off a large chunk of developing
Earth to create your moon as a source of occasional light for
night’s darkness. Getting Earth’s temperature right was a
challenge. At first, Earth was too hot for life as a fiery ball. Then it
was much too cold, frozen all over its surface with thick ice. At
one time, there was too much oxygen; plants grew too much and
some animals grew to be too big. The dinosaur began to eat much
of Earth’s living things, so I had to eliminate dinosaurs by
smashing Earth with a large rock [asteroid] to create deadly shock
waves and to cast dust into the atmosphere to block out sunlight so
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necessary for life.
Now, after billions of years to get Earth right and create you as
My prized species, you have chosen to mess up My global
creation. You have been a disappointment to My expectation.
Therefore, I have come in Spirit to warn you that you can be the
next dinosaur if you don’t wake up in time and change your ways.
You have soiled My sacred oceans, lakes, and waterways. You
have killed each other in repeated bloody wars and human conflicts
driven by your greed, fear, and your leaders’ lust for power—
power to become earthly gods. Now, you are teaching your
children to kill by being poor role models for them. You have
climbed mountains not so much for good purpose but for your
selfish egos and needs. Too many of you have engaged in selfish
acts, such as breaking records to get your names in that Guinness
book, using another or others for pleasure, wrongful taking from
others, and hurting or killing the innocent and the helpless. Many
of you are having fun for yourselves, while turning your backs to
millions of the poor who die from hunger, contaminated drinking
water, and diseases—diseases that can be easily cured with your
medicines or my natural, medicinal plants.
You have become confused about what’s right and what’s
wrong. Too many of you are valuing bad as good and good as bad
in your daily lives, on your TV programs, and in your movies and
computerized games and media. Too many of you are now
worshipping guns, money, power, glamour, fame, status, gold,
diamonds, and pleasure while demonstrating little regard for the
welfare and development of the young and each other.
I’ve given you planet Earth as My Garden of Eden, and you
have messed it up—you have dirtied My house. I’ve given you a
brain to create and choose wisely, and you have used it much too
often to destroy that which is natural and good. I’ve given you the
ability as My trustees to create human life, and you have
unnecessarily and unnaturally destroyed the lives of your adult
selves, your children, your babies, and many species in My Garden
of Eden. You have assumed My Godly job to determine what lives
and what dies and when—who lives and who dies.
Listen to my thoughts. Just because you can fly in your
airplanes like birds, don’t let that go to your heads. Just because
you can sail on water in boats and ships, don’t let that go to your
heads. Just because you can navigate under water like a shark,
don’t let that go to your heads. Just because you have gone to the
moon and sent earthly objects to other planets of My solar system,
don’t let that go to your heads. Just because you can drive in your
fuel-driven vehicles faster than any land animal can run, don’t let
that go to your heads. Do know that I can take all of these things
away from you in an instant.
If I were to take from you electricity, fossil fuel, and electronic
gadgets, what would you be or do? You would be lost and illequipped to survive among other species in My global Garden of
Eden. At birth, your babies are helpless—unable to walk or run as
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many other animals can do soon after birth. Your muscles are weak
when compared to My stronger and larger animals. In the future,
you may no longer be the predators of helpless prey but the
helpless prey of superior predators, many which are bigger,
stronger, and faster.
I warn you to heed My thoughts now as I transfer them to you.
You have taken things for granted that all that is will remain as
is—
 Again, do you realize that I can take electricity from you as I
gave it to you?
 Do you realize that I can block out My sunlight and create
another ice age while making it nearly impossible for you to
grow food so necessary for your survival and the survival of the
animals which you depend upon for food?
 Do you realize that I can stop My oil supply that powers your
ground vehicles, airplanes, and industrial machines of
production?
 Do you realize that I can deplete your atmosphere of the oxygen
that you so very much need, or that I can dry up Earth’s water
which is necessary for your existence and survival as a species?
 Lastly, do you realize that I can wipe out practically every
species on Earth and start over again in search for the model
species as I hoped that you would be and become—My
caretakers of Earth and not destroyers of Earth?
Hear My thoughts to you; hear My warning to you. You must
learn to live as ants—their many species work together for survival
of the group and not survival and greed of each individual ant. You
must be one cooperating and collaborating human race, if you wish
to survive as a species. Again, hear My thought to you: You must
be one human race for each other. I will communicate this once
more: You must be one human race for each other.
No, don’t think about turning off your TV, because you can’t
and it wouldn’t matter if you could. I am now in control of your
energy, thoughts, time, and destiny, and it is you who must now
listen to truth and follow My laws, or, surely, you will die by way
of your arrogant disposition and egregious ways of life.
I have no TV commercials, because I have nothing to sell. I’m
here only to communicate to you that this is your last warning.
That is My message; that is My sales pitch to you. Again, I speak
to you through thought transference as you can witness. You know
My mind as I yours, because in this moment we are one. So listen
now as I come to your consciousness with mind-changing truths.
I have flooded your cities and coastlines to warn you of what
could happen on a much larger scale if you do not change your
ways. I have sent powerful winds of cyclones, hurricanes, and
tornadoes as warnings of what could happen on a much larger
scale if you do not change your ways. I have sent asteroids as close
calls to warn you to change your ways and prepare for survival on
Earth or elsewhere in this Universe. As warnings, I have repeatedly
shaken your world with powerful earthquakes, but to no avail on
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your part. I have caused hot lava and ash to spew from sleeping
volcanoes to warn you to change your ways or die from volcanic
ash from a massive volcanic eruption that would block out
precious sunlight so much needed for your life on Earth. Yet, still I
see you as being preoccupied with too many of the wrong things to
pay attention to My warnings—too much trivia, too many fun
things, and too much selfish misuse of Earth and each other.
You have not listened to My warnings and messengers over
times and cultures—to My prophets and chosen ones:
 I sent Moses, but you did not follow well My 10
commandments.
 I sent Jesus, but you did not follow well his message to forgive,
give, and love. You did not follow his benevolent example as a
healer and teacher who helped many. You’ve spent too much
time talking and writing about how Jesus died on the cross and
not enough time addressing how he lived on Earth as My
spiritual messenger and role model. You have not followed his
way of goodness in order to be rightfully born again in spirit.
 I sent Muhammad, but too many of you have distorted some of
his good teachings to serve your selfish or twisted needs. Too
many of you have used the religion that I gave him as a
platform for violence and as a doctrine to oppress women and
girls.
 I sent Mother Teresa to save the least of those among you—the
sick, the poor, and the homeless—but you gave high praise to a
princess (Diana) who died, and you gave little attention to the
death of Mother Teresa, a saint who died just a few days later.
Don’t you realize that I choreographed these deaths of two
famous women so you could recognize your misplaced values
for beauty, youth, glamour, riches, and status over a value for
spirituality and its unselfish service and creation for the benefit
of humankind?
Listen in thought as I give you truth from the Divine Source as
I, because you have ignored and misinterpreted the messages of
My messengers, sometimes purposefully for your selfish individual
needs and even sometimes for the selfish needs of your religious
institutions. You have misinterpreted scriptures of sacred books,
and you have created words and religious institutions, at times, for
your selfish purposes and needs—churches, mosques, synagogues,
temples, and other religious sanctuaries that are too often
preoccupied with the status of their leaders, levels of power,
ornamental decorations, misuse of funds, and exploitation of
members—even the abuse of young, vulnerable children.
Listen to My transferred thoughts to you, because I speak of
truth as the Universal God that is One and All and Whole:
 The Garden of Eden is not a place on Earth. It is Earth itself,
and Earth is not the only planet in your Universe that bears life.
There are other life-bearing heavenly bodies in this Universe as
well as in other universes.
 The first human that I created, after many years of molding
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and shaping life on Earth, was not a man but a woman. It is
woman who is the sacred temple of birth and creation. Man
came from woman as a son is born from his mother.
 I did not create human life instantly, but rather I created the
conditions for various forms of life to be created over eons of
time. I also gave humans, as with other species, the capacity to
reproduce their kind. Therefore, I have assigned woman and
man as My trustees to reproduce My human life on Earth.
 There is no such thing as a place called hell and an
individual called the devil, except in symbolic representation. I
consider human beings as a work in progress, not yet perfected
but rather vulnerable to their shortcomings. Therefore, some
human beings are inclined to be destructive or what you may
call evil or bad, and some are inclined to be constructive in their
propensity to give, serve, and create for the good of others. Still,
some are confused, and, thus, they can be influenced toward
either direction of destruction or construction. After human
death, all spirits come to me and become one with me. It is the
unnaturally destructive or so-called bad ones who I have to
spend time in cleansing, and it takes longer for them to find
their way to a full connection with heaven as you know and call
it.
 The Holy Bible and other sacred books of scripture are
intended to be open books to be added to over time as spiritual
lessons and stories arise. These are My messages to you through
the writings and life stories of others. Therefore, search for
meaning and messages in the stories of the Kennedy and King
families and record these in scripture. Much of sacred scripture
is to be interpreted symbolically and not literally as written.
There has been harm done by those who both misinterpret
sacred scriptures or wrongly use particular scriptures for their
selfish purposes.
 All leaders with religious titles in your so-called ordained
ministry were not called by Me, but, rather, some, if not many,
chose or called themselves, often for their selfish needs and
purposes. There are spiritual leaders without religious titles who
were chosen by Me to help many, and they chose not to pursue
a religious title for themselves but rather simply to serve and
create for good in My name. Many have been spiritual leaders,
but others have been scientists, music composers, authors,
singers, artistic painters, sculptors, inventors, philanthropists,
healers, teachers, and community servants.
 What you know and call time is not the same in My
existence, which is in the spirit world. In another world that you
may call heaven, time does not exist at all or as you know and
see time. In My existence, everything is connected and
unchanged. When you die and cross over, you will retain your
image as you were when you died, and you will be born again in
spirit in another dimension of existence. It is an existence or
world of calm, peace, love, good, and beauty of all things that
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were, are, and will be. It is a homecoming to all whom you have
known or known of—those who have crossed over to My spirit
world. Because everything is connected, there is no distance
between spirits. Because nothing changes, there is no aging or
changes in spirit energy. All is constant and connected and of
one mind or consciousness; therefore, your concept of time
cannot exist in heaven. All knowledge of all things past, present,
and future are available in a reservoir of universal knowledge
which your religions may call the big book or the Akashic
records.
 You and your science are too limited to understand all
energy and all existence. What you call the Universe is really
one of many universes. Existence of all things is beyond your
ability to know and understand—beyond your present
telescopes, mathematics, astrophysics, and theoretical minds to
conceptualize possibility. Your senses are too limited to detect
universal truths except as through spiritual knowledge such as
that which I give to you.
 You can do all the research that you wish, but there is no
greater truth and knowledge than that of “to know.” You know
by simply listening to rightful spirit messages that come to you.
You have been playing God of late by altering the natural way
of life on Earth and the natural resources of My Garden of Eden. I
have the omnipotent power to eliminate you from Earth by
allowing the impact of a giant asteroid or comet. Yet, I still have
hope for you as My prized species—My humanalia animalia. It is
still not too late to save yourselves as a species. I have given you
choice, and it has been your choice to prepare for the destruction of
each other rather than to prepare for the prevention of the
premature extinction of your species.
Again, I come to you, because you have ignored the spiritual
messages that I have sent to you in the past through messengers
such as Abraham, Moses, Zoroaster, Buddha, Confucius, Jesus,
Mary Magdalene, Muhammad, Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and Mother Teresa. So instead of sending a message again through
an earthly prophet, I bring you My last commandments as your last
chance. I command you humanalia animalia to:
1. Care for and respect My global Garden of Eden. Kill no
animals and destroy no plants except as necessary for your
survival.
2. Love one another, give to one another, forgive one another,
and accept genuine forgiveness from others. I command you to
forgive those who have erred or failed to do right, give to those
in need, and love those regardless of their shortcomings and
human differences.
3. Love and protect your children and all children, because they
are your future; they are My future for the continuation of your
life on Earth as a species.
4. Give and help the least of those without—those who are sick,
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hungry, thirsty, and in dire need of help.
5. Use your medical science to improve the quality of life and to
save life only as appropriate, but you must also allow the very
old to die with dignity when the time comes for them to die as
I intended.
6. Clean the oceans, lakes, rivers, and lands, and keep these clean.
7. Continue your medical and scientific advancements for good
and not for destruction to life and Earth.
8. Live together as one human race and avoid violence,
competition, and selfishness among countries, racial groups,
ethnic groups, religious groups, and between woman and man.
Remember, there is only one racial group, the human race or
what you call Homo sapiens.
9. Men, respect women, and women respect men, because you
are one, equal, inseparable, and interdependent for human
survival.
10. Stop the killing except as necessary to survive as other animals
have to do.
11. Remember, you must be one human race for each other. You
cannot continue to live as separate groups and individuals
fighting among yourselves.
Again, be warned that you have been warned for the last time.
Note. The idea and initial pages for this poem came to me in a dream. I was
awakened during the dream, and I grabbed a notepad and wrote down as much
as I could remember as fast as I could to avoid loss from memory. As I wrote,
additional thoughts came into my consciousness as if a power from beyond was
dictating truths to me and through my mind’s pen.
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